
Minutes of Meeting of 
Westerwood Community Council 

Public Meeting Meeting 
held at St Andrews and Cumbernauld Primary School 

Tuesday lSth January 2011 

Present: 
G. Wright, K Brunton, G Young, K Jones, P Boulton, J Brady, H Macindoe, B Lees 
(Forum), M Smillie & M Sweet (Dullatur CC) 

Cllr Bob Chadha, Cllr Gordon Murray 

Apologies: 
Mrs MacArthur, Cllr Alan O’Brien 

Dullatur Community Council 
Mr & Mrs K Kennedy; The Lane 
Mr & Mrs B Mellon, Antonine Road. 
Mr & Mrs McDougall, Antonine Road, 
Mr N Brodie, The Lane. 
Mr & Mrs J Sword, Prospect Road. 
Mr W Smillie, Victoria Road. 
Dr & Mrs J Milligan, Victoria Road 
Mr & Mrs D Young, Old Dullatur Road. 

Chairmen welcomed everyone - Wishing them Best Wishes for 201 1 and thanked them 
for attending. Thanks were given in particular to residents from the other Community 
Councils. 

1. Previous minutes 

Minutes were agreed and ratified at the committee meeting on 8th January. 

2. Graham MacKav - Head of Roads & Transportation - Environmental 
Services - North Lanarkshire Council - along with support staff 

Mr MacKay - stated that he appreciated that we have gone through some difficult times 
during the recent bad weather. Joining him this evening - David Smart - Operations 
Manager - in charge of Roads Maintenance on North side of A80 and John Ashcroft - 
Senior Engineer for this area. 
It was the coldest December and month on record. 5 degrees below the seasonal norm. 
Thankfully these events are rare - looking on the long term. We did try to scale up for 
supplies for this year and got an extra 5,000 tonnes - in total 12,000 tonnes. New annual 
agreement for stock is to be increased to 10,000pa. 

Amey are in charge of the service with 32 vehicles - 1/2 of the fleet are in Blairlinn. 
Adapted staff resources were also arranged to give extra cover. 



On the last weekend in November - grounds staff were put on standby - and they were 
then continually at work. Main roads are the first priority - before they tackle other 
routes. This is where problems arose as the job tackling the main roads was a never 
ending task. NLC had to recruit further staffing resources. 
Parked cars were an issue in hampering clearing of the roads. &2.8m was the annual 
budget - &7m is the total spent so far. Filling grit bins at 100 per day. This week - men 
have been back filling back up the grit bins. 
Staff have had problems even getting to work - it has been a mammoth task. 

Questions NLC response 
1. Condorrat area - many ploughs were witnessed with no grit being sprayed. They 

had been told by some employees that they were told to go out without dropping 
grit. Dullatur - also agreed with this point. Mr MacKay was disappointed in this 
view - as this was not an instruction from NLC. Vehicles should not be out there 
without any grit. They are sent out fully loaded. Firstly they will complete a pre- 
grit and then they go back to the depot for more grit. If no further snow - they 
will not return out until around 5am. On many occasions the gritters were out 
24/7. Some vehicles are sent out to inspect/patrol areas - and in this case they 
will not be spreading. When we get deep snow - it must be ploughed and 
ploughed before gritting - as otherwise the grit would be pointless. It does not 
concern him that vehicles were seen not gritting - they will have been on patrol 
. . . but it did concern him that drivers were reporting this information to residents. 
In December - David spent the month in the depot - and vehicles were leaving 
with grit. It is a concern that drivers were reporting incorrect information. 

2. Billy Lees - Forum - one driver followed a vehicle for over 1/2 hour with no grit 
being deposited - the driver was challenged and told this is what they have been 
told to do. 

3. Billy Lees - Forum - pathways were not cleared till nearly the end of the bad 
weather. Since then red ash has been layed on pathways. Why not salt? What we 
are spreading on the roads is grit. We add salt to the grit to assist with de-icing. 
The salt does not work at such low temperatures we have been experiencing - red 
grit has had to be added for traction. This is common practice in all authorities. 

4. Turnberry Gds - circular cul-del-sac - no pavements. Gritters were coming round 
- without a plough - with the amount of snow we were experiencing - 16inches 
of snow and then 8 inches this was completely useless. Residents cleared it 
themselves on 3 occasions. Bins were not filled from 27a November till recently. 
We asked for grit and none was delivered? During the snow events - every 
vehicle were sent out with a plough - although some vehicles can not have a 
plough attached - these were resourced to grit areas where residents had managed 
to clear areas themselves. NLC need to know when their contractor Amey has not 
delivered. Residents were concerned that estate roads are neither primary nor 
secondary routes. It is difficult to get into minor roads - as drivers can then get 
stuck - so smaller vehicles are deployed to clear them - and then they can be 
gritted by a main plough. Mr MacKay thanked the residents for clearing their 
roads - Mr MacKay apologised that the gritter did not then come out and grit the 
area if phone call had been logged. David is unclear as to why this request was 
not met and all the council can do is apologise. Grit bins should be filled. 
Turnberry Gardens will request their own grit bin. 



5. The Chair raised a concern that one elderly resident had a heart attack trying to 
clear the roads. The ambulance could not reach the area -just after the incident - 
the snow plough then appeared. 

6. No priority seems to be given to roads that are on an incline. Flat roads are easier 
to drive on. The council has a winter service policy - available on the NLC 
website. The priorities are listed - and ordnance survey data is used to look at 
roads with a gradient greater than 12% and these have been identified. Priority is 
still given to the main roads and then secondary - taking this information into 
account. It has to be accepted that estates will have problems during this weather 
- as the main roads and secondary roads must be the priority due to the volume of 
traffic. If this was to become a regular occurrence then the government may look 
at increasing budgets. In countries where they do have lots of snow - snow tyres 
are common during this period. And in the the law does not allow parking on 
“snow” routes. US 

7. Luggiebank Area - we are not on your schedule at all. We have a grit bin at the 
end of our road - we are quite happy to clear the road in front of our homes - but 
there is no grit in our bin. Are grit bin filling being supervised - as residents have 
phoned, emailed, written to Holyrood, spoken to local Cllr. The bin has been 
empty for lyear - 4 men turned up last week to finally fill it. We live around 
400yds from the depot - but they have no salt or grit and neither does Wardpark. 
The resident stated that she and another resident had witnessed Amey staff sitting 
in their vehicles in areas around Cumbernauld - and not working. Resources used 
to fill bins - is Grounds maintenance Council staff and Amey - not all will be 
fully trained. Men are entitled to a break. Mr MacKay totally accepts what you 
have reported and will investigate - however staff do require breaks throughout 
the day. Mr MacKay stated that he can only apologise if it appears that staff are 
sitting doing nothing ... this is not acceptable. Staff do have supervisors - and 
these issues will be investigated. Daily feedback sheets were issued to the 
council. Mobility problems were also suffered by the staff - it may have to be 
considered that 4x4 vehicles be deployed to staff. 

8. What is the plan to deal with potholes? We are hiring hot boxes - to assist with 
road repair as this is more efficient as a temporary repair. Temporary measures, 
using cold material, have been put in place to mend some of the damage. Further 
budgets have been requested from the government to assist in this project. Cold 
material were being used until 7th January until the quarries opened so that 
resources could be acquired. If any residents have particular areas of concern - 
please report this through the Northline system. Further contractors have also 
been employed to try to work on this problem. Tenders have also been sent out 
and received to ensure that budgets are maximised. 

9. Village CC - sheltered housing - staff were most helpful and appreciate the 
problems that the council have encountered. However, his complaint was that 
People from Community Service complained that it was too cold to work. A 
number of residents are not mobile and most were housebound for a good number 
of weeks. Paths were just gritted on top of snow. I appreciate your limited 
resources but something needs to be done. We do have Restorative Justice 
working for us - and tasks are given - and they are supervised. Mr MacKay 
thought this was ridiculous and he will investigate. On the worst day 6‘h 
December - motorways were at grid lock due to 300mm of snow in the peak hour 
- we then became stuck - and were unable to get out to grit. Temperatures over 



night reached -1 6 degrees. The conditions were unprecedented. The average 
daytime temperature only reached -9degrees. Snowfall then became hard pack 
ice - the priority for nearly a week was to clear main roads. 

10. WCC resident - near Westerwood Hotel - worst case of snow clearing in 22years. 
Agrees with all points raised. What are your plans for the future . . . what lessons 
have you learned? David acknowledged that he had driven round the area in the 
worst weather conditions and agreed that it was dreadful. Resources were moved 
from Moodiesburn etc when they thawed quickly and deployed to Cumbernauld. 
Mr MacKay stated that unfortunately he only had a limited budget and is unable 
to justify purchasing more equipment - if we don’t know if we will ever 
experience this again. The plans have been reviewed after this event - but savings 
have also to be met - and some routes have had to be changed from primary to 
secondary or even minor. Mr MacKay reiterated that he is constrained by budgets. 
Legislation is not yet in place to assist the roads dept - eg. Snow tyres - vehicles 
banned from being parted on primary and main routes. Mr MacKay also stated 
that he was not satisfied by the work completed by the contractors and this is 
being dealt with. 

11. Cars abandoned - in other countries they would be towed away. The Chair did 
state that many were abandoned after the very bad snow - as people had left for 
work in the morning and then returned - unable to get back into their estate. 

12. Dullatur CC - last year I wrote to you requesting a grit bins for Dullatur Road - 
you refused my request - stating that it was a primary route. It is also the route 
which has the most difficulty. In the Shorewood estate - it has been established 
for lOyears - and has not one single grit bins. An email arrived late on a Sunday 
night - 6 weeks later. One resident required emergency medical treatment - 
residents had to dig the ambulance in and out. We have received a high volume 
of requests - we have not yet had time to review each application. As some are 
being requested to inappropriate locations i.e. blocking a footpath. However, your 
request has been received and will be dealt with as soon as. We inherited a lot of 
bins from the various previous councils. A full survey and database needs to be 
drawn up - and bins may not been registered. 

13. Cllr G Murray - how long has NLC been in charge since 1996 - and they still do 
not know where all the bins are? They have never been effective in snow 
clearance. The council treats over 32% of its roads as primary. Yes there is a 
difference in the network here and therefore we clear 20% of the secondary routes 
in the region but we clear 29% in the North Area. 

14. Billy Lees - for five days no one could move in or out of Westfield. Car 
abandoned caused this problem but residents - he must give the council their due 
because the ploughs could not get in. No cars or buses. 

15. Dullatur resident - The school bus could not get up Eastfield Rd due to parked 
cars - and therefore my child could not get to school. 

In summary the Council have done their best with limited resources and staffing. 
However, it is very much appreciated that during the worst of the weather the service 
delivered did not meet expectations. We tried to communicate as best we could via 
Twitter and our website. Abandoned cars are a great issue - however how would 
residents feel if they were towed away. Mr MacKay thanked the residents for all their 
comments and concerns and it is a priority to review how the snow clearance was dealt 



with and learn from the mistakes made and try to maximise coverage as best as they can 
within the limited budget available. 

Chair expressed his thanks to Mr McKay and his team for attending and for their 
explanations of the Council’s Policies. 

3. A.0.B 

No time allowed for this on the agenda 

4. CONTACT 
To arrange for Grit Bins contact:- 
Northline General Enquiries 
Customer Services Assistant 
Finance & Customer Services 
52-60 Merry Street 
Motherwell 
ML1 1LZ 
Telephone - 01698-403200 

e-mail - Through NLC’s Web Page or Type Northline in your Browser Search. 

Next Meeting 

Date of next Community Council Public meeting will be on - Tuesday Uth February 
- starting at 7.30pm at St Andrews and Cumbernauld Primary 


